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U.S. STOCKS
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9-6-2002: Our projections for further steep 
stock selloffs into mid October….
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10-18-02: Calling the Oct. ’02 stock 
market bottom to within a week…
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Oct. 2002: All major stock indices bottom
within a few points of our forecasts!
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A key driver of the 2002 bottom: Wall Street analysts slash 
EPS estimates.  Positive earnings suprises are more likely.
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When the market looked grim in early ’04, we 
saw it as a pullback in an on-going uptrend.
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Apr. ’04: We recommend accumulation of energy 
sector stocks based largely on relative strength
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Example: APC. Good pattern & relative strength
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Early ’06: Forecasting blip S&P rally to 1310

Feb 06:
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From 4-29-06 Cornerstone (Tampa): 
“… stocks are short-term toppy…”

“…note negative divergence…”
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Another hurdle: analysts are RAISING EPS estimates…exactly 
opposite of the “slashing” at the 2002 market bottom!
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…especially when a profit slowdown is likely…
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5-12-06 BREAKDOWN CONFIRMATION SIGNALS:
1) Two major black candles 2) Multiple support trendline breaks

3) Value Line relative strength Indicator turns negative.
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5-17-06: MORE SELLOFF CONFIRMATION 

1) Japan LEADS the downside  2) Volatility explodes
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5-18-06: S&P Volatility breaks out & “confirms the move”
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5-19-06: Projecting S&P selloff to 1175-1225 short term…
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5-19-06: “… OTC Top quite clear… further downside ahead…”

“… 2000 to 2200 near term…”
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6-14-06: S&P Hits 1219 intraday… look for lower lows into
July earnings season. Targeting 1180-1210 by mid July…
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6-14-06: OTC hits 2065 intra-day… targeting further
downside into July earnings… 1980-2020 by mid July
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So far the stock selloff is sharp but orderly… difficult to say 
whether it’s merely a correction or a major top at this point…
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Ditto the global stock selloff… difficult to tell if it’s
a major top or merely a correction in an uptrend…
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Rally signals resume 8-16, 
Japan strength a big positive
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Sep’06: S&P on
short-term rally.
Target 1355-1380
by Nov.

S&P hits 1374
On Oct 17

“… higher highs [ahead]”
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Oct. 15, ’06: Focus on relatively strong Groups 
that will ride the index into Jan. earnings
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12-13-06: S&P on course for 
uptrend into Jan earnings
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12-13-06: At least one more
Rally into Jan for OTC also…
Guesstimate target:  2510!
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12-13-06: Big reason to be bullish: 
Strength of the Broad Market vs. S&P
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Dec. ’06: Momentum remained all 
season with the strongest groups
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1-24-06: S&P may have one rally left
Before at least taking a breather…
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OTC just touches our 2510 target. Now looks toppier 
today and is more likely to correct before going higher
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High momentum stocks between Jan. and Apr. 
earnings may come from today’s strongest groups.

[NOTE: Assuming the market doesn’t tank]
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Broad Market Is Now Neutral…
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Jan’07: Breadth Deteriorates: Stocks Over/Under 
50 Day Moving Average turned negative in Dec.
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Jan’07: Contrary Sentiment Indicators 
are at cautious levels
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Jan. 07: Global Market PE’s are not Overvalued
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